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Introduction

This report is a collation of material gathered through a participatory research process carried out 
by Anchor & Magnet from October 2012 to the present, primarily through a 4 month research 
residency in Brixton  (October 2012 - January 2013) and a series of events organised in 2013 
including the Brixton Exchange (February 2013), and Learning from Neighbourhoods (October 
2013).

Anchor &  Magnet is an artists collaboration lead by Barby Asante, Katy Beinart and Kate Theophilus. 
We initiated the project in 2012 in response to an ongoing dialogue between ourselves about 
the situation in Brixton and an interest in how we could use artistic methods as research tools. 
Our intentions were to document the ‘largely unheard’ public debate about current changes in 
Brixton’s physical and social fabric; to collect memories of Brixton past; and re!ect on how these 
could feed into current debates and regeneration processes. (See Appendix for further statement 
of intent information)

In this report, we draw together the many conversations and opinions we have heard and engaged 
in, with speci"c information about stories, memories, sites and objects. The aim of this report is to 
provide a context for potential projects which explore heritage to draw from, and react to. It is by 
no means a comprehensive picture of Brixton past and present, but by giving personal and speci"c 
stories and points of view, our hope is that some of the rich and diverse history and social/cultural/
political life of Brixton can be articulated through the mirror of the ‘complementary heritage projects’ 
brief and responses to it. 

Structure

The report is divided up by activity/methodology we used in our research process. In this way a 
number of di#erent approaches to gathering material are given as examples for di#erent groups or 
individuals we wanted to reach. This also proposes that as well as physical ‘sites’ for future heritage 
projects, there might be a number of other kinds of ‘site’ (or situation) which are bounded by other 
de"nitions, for example a social activity, a shared interest, a place of origin, a type of work.

Image credits: All images are © Anchor & Magnet unless stated otherwise

  1. This was funded through the Arts Council England and University College London Public Engagement Unit
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1. A Game of Dominoes 

Participants: Around 8-10 members of Stockwell Good Neighbours elders group, mainly men and 2 women.

Methodology/process: The group came to our arch several times to play dominoes. We would make soup, provide 
beers or make tea; ideas of exchange, hospitality, conviviality were important in this work.  We also met them at 
the local pub and went on walks around the centre of Brixton. 

Some memories and thoughts we gathered
Came to London in 1955, learned to play dominoes in Dominican Republic. Wants to pass the game on to future 
generations, as a way of getting together.

The grandchildren only play when they meet at Christmas and Easter. He likes watching the game. He came to the 
UK in the 1950s, "rst to Birmingham then London. He prefers London. 

The journey took 21 days – by boat, then train to Paddington. It was a temporary plan, but “it kinda grabs you, 
this place”

Assimilation was important – people were taught to "t in with British culture.

They had tenancy problems when they "rst got to London. 

They had to share rooms when they "rst arrived. When someone brought a woman home they had to shu$e 
rooms and beds to make space.

He likes music – jazz and reggae. Had Jamaican sap once in Elephant and castle, it reminded him of this childhood, 
he appreciates it more now than before. He couldn’t "nd it in Brixton though.

Times were tough and in those early days he used to carry a knife for self protection. Brixton felt safe though, it 
was in other areas he was threatened.

They used to go to the menswear shops on Brixton Road to get sharp out"ts, looking good was important.
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Physical Sites  (See sites map)

Former Menswear shops on Brixton Road/Atlantic road; these were places they would get suits made in the ‘50s 
when they "rst came to England.

Coach and Horses on Coldharbour Lane (Now Market House) - It is said to be have had the "rst black landlord in 
London, possibly the UK.

Dog Star - this pub was formerly called the Atlantic Pub and was once run by Lloyd Leon, the "rst Black Mayor of 
Lambeth.

Labour Exchange site (now Brixton Square) - it is here that the "rst groups of Caribbean immigrants arriving in 
South London post war came to "nd work.

Themes and ideas for heritage projects

Develop Brixton dominoes game set (already prototyped by Anchor & Magnet) into a product that could be sold 
in Brixton.

Create a domino playing space in or near market – with intergenerational dominoes tournaments.

Host an Intergenerational fashion show that mixes up past and present fashion with local designers providing 
clothes.

Invite Traces London (Traces are an immersive exhibition design organisation) to do an immersive recreation of 
Brixton Tailors shop with mixed-era fashions and design.

Curate a project on labour history with an exhibition and oral history workshops

Connecting Brixton to places of origination of di#erent migrant’s stories – linking histories through material 
culture, for example Katy’s work tracing salt products in the market to other places of salt production and use, 
the story of salt cod. 



2. A Dinner Party

Participants: Steve Martin (Black Cultural Archives), Ben Tunstall (The Right to the City), Binky (Brixton Market 
Trader), Tim (Brixton Bugle), John Cunningham (Brixton Society), Claire Dwyer (University College London), Glo-
ria (Stockwell Good Neighbours), John Gordon (Brixton Market Traders Federation), Stuart Horwood (Brixton 
Market Traders Federation), Jose Cardoso (Brixton Market Trader), Katie Orr (Gasworks - local arts organisation), 
Matthew Ryder (local resident), Rachel Heywood (Lambeth Council), Mike (Urban 75), Barby Asante (A&M), Katy 
Beinart (A&M), Kate Theophilus (A&M)

Methodology/process: We invited the guests to join us at our railway arch for an evening of conversation 
around current changes in Brixton. We prepared a meal based on ingredients from the market and set the table 
with paper napkins, pens and quotations from the interviews we had done already. See appendix for dinner 
party plan. Throughout the meal guests were asked to read the quotes which refered to past, present, and 
future Brixton, and we allowed the conversation to evolve whilst people wrote thoughts on their napkins.

Quotes and thoughts, spoken and written

‘What’s interesting is you gets situations in Brixton where two worlds are living in each other’s space, without 
seeing each other at all, and so on my road, there’s kids up there on Brixton Hill who if you speak to them will 
say, life’s a struggle man, its do or die out there, kill or be killed, right. And they are living next door to the ac-
countant or doctor or lawyer who thinks this is a wonderful little village. And they’re literally living next door to 
each other and they’re saying do or die, kill or be killed, versus, in the same space, they walk the same streets 
every day and they don’t even notice each other. Why? Because they are blind to each other. So the motivation 
you have to have is to sort of do things that force everybody to see the people that at the moment are invisible 
to them. To force them to have to recognise that there are these other people living in the same space as them.’



‘It isn’t about familiarity, it isn’t about groups, its about the acceptance of eccentricity and the acceptance of 
anomaly that makes Brixton so di#erent. You can be who you are, whoever you are. That’s my experience of 
coming to Brixton and not being clear about who I was, to come here and "nd who I was without any pressure 
to join a group.’

‘It has a history of allowing communities to claim spaces, to feel ownership of spaces in a way that in other 
parts of London it s a bit harder – Brixton has this history and this heritage about it. Part of the mission you 
should have living in Brixton is to "nd a way to get the children who are isolated to buy into their community, 
and the other way round, the person who  is coming into the community and has no sensitivity to it, no under-
standing of it, is hostile to it, getting them to understand if you wanna come and live here you are coming to 
place that has a history and a heritage, getting both people to buy into an idea of the history of Brixton.’

‘What Stuart was saying about the physical structure of Brixton, the railway bridges going across the high 
street, I think of Brixton like a knot, very long threads all pulling, in the middle the market, and the arches are 
like the tightest bit. If the railway wasn’t there you’d just have Brixton Road and you’d feel yourself pulled up to 
London. A sense of this little knot, even though you know its a big sprawl. Allows people to be at ease.’

‘I feel like I’m part of Brixton, I was living here for 5 years, last time I was living in one of the squats in Rushcroft 
Road and we were evicted, and I moved to another place in East London, I used to work at the Ritzy as well. 
One of the things I was thinking was if there could be housing that was secured that would enable people to 
stay here even if they can’t a#ord to pay a lot. I know a lot of people they can’t a#ord a place here, if I go to Brix-
ton village it’s not so diverse, seeing people who are having dinner, it’s expensive, I’m thinking what can stop 
this gentri"cation.’

‘Brixton lost a chunk of its character when those squats got evicted because there are people who lived here 
for 20 years, who contributed so, I think that was quite a big blow. I know people who found some accommo-
dation, but the rents have gone up and now they’re leaving after being here for 20 years.’



‘We’re talking about something nostalgic, we have to be realistic about what the opportunities are now, we can’t 
make a culture around the past.’

‘Living right next door to each other, having no idea what their lives are like and not even caring. That exists, and 
I know it. How do you try and break down those barriers? Someone came up with something interesting about 
global perspectives, and you have all this going on in Brixton, but that cooperative council whatever you think 
of it in their own small ways are quite groundbreaking.’

Changing the emotional landscape

no black people in new build marketing images

make empty squattable spaces a planning 
requirement

acceptance of eccentricity makes Brixton special

owned by many communities

giving the children power

they don’t even notice each other

Brixton is like a knot in the middle of long threads...
-> Railway lines
-> Brixton road

-> Acre Lane
-> Coldharbour

-> Brixton Hill etc.

Talking and eating di#erent from just talking  
Food was great! 

Brixton has a centre - the market.

The railway line – it cements the layout.

Brixton as cultural capital?



Who are we frightened of and why?

Bootstrapping versus agency?

Is Brixton a Village?

Rastas and gay boys
Gentri"ers, urban settlers, social retainers, gated com-

munities, preserve pays, inclusive
Brixton as a tourist destination

“Loony left” brand...
Tolerance of eccentricity

Brixton is gloriously in your face
Several powerful important stories that Brixton has

Brixton is changing really quickly now. People being 
pried out, social housing taken away

Two worlds live in the same place
People in Brixton are very ‘other’ 

Brixton village is iritating on a Saturday
What is special about BX?  - how to make it special now 

getting a !avour of what makes it special?
Force everybody to see what’s invisible to them 

dissociation
alienation
separation
anxiety
attachment 
psychopathy
hostility
!ux

fury  space
care
kindness
tenderness
holding 
safety 
home 

Binky: the people who come at the weekend are 
‘entirely other’ 

‘children are precious’

Why are children so frightened and why are 
people not looking after them.

“Who is teaching them not to see their neigh-
bour”



I should share my q’s of community!
‘Special’ places
q’s of what change is.
geography – having a centre.
myth/heritage
‘quiet’ communities
Voices we are not hearing.
Mental health stats. highest in europe.
Maverick / outsider!
Terrifying
what you don’t get/understand
Entirely other
ambitious way to live- skilled behaviour
Brixton as a tourist attraction.

An (urban) village life
A lack of conversation on young people 

– we choose to say  
collective or individual failure in raising 

:children
:young people

Who is invited?
Why are people blind to each other?

Visibility/invisibility
belonging to a place 

4 structures -
buying into the history of a place 

 -retro riots-
its more complicated than familiarity

Ownership
BoBo – Bourgeois bohemians
State-lead gentri"cation
Organic gentri"cation
A Geography De"ned centre
Territory
Tolerance of eccentricity
Gender: you can be who you are
Diversity
Stories inform everybody
Stories.

Heritage myth?
Geography/transport

Think tank dinners hosted by di#erent groups
Diversity

History to deliver
Village to raise a child



 

Physical sites:

The railway arches and railway lines/station

The Market

The (former) squats

Themes and ideas for heritage projects:

Intergenerational projects – young people who have grown up in the area could talk to new residents of the area 
about their backgrounds or their knowledge of Brixton, or give them tours..

An introduction to Brixton for new residents to the area that responds to residents desire that incomers are aware 
of the unique character and history of the area. Modes of sharing heritages could include quiet modes such as 
postboxes / distribution in Estate Agents & ‘incomer’ establishments and confrontational ones, for example a 
Town crier, street preacher, 

Creating spaces for being di#erent which celebrate how Brixton has provided this facility in the past.

A poster campaign which revisits the political posters of the past.



3. A Market Stall

Participants: over 200 people came and spoke to us, and 25 gave in depth interviews on one day, from a market 
stall on Brixton Station Road.

Methodologies/process: we exchanged ‘Heritage Products’ made by Anchor & Magnet with people for their 
stories about Brixton. Again, it was important for us to be present on the Street Market and to take part in an 
exchange in which we shared our own stories, rather than simply ask people to share their stories. We also had 
old maps, postcards and lea!ets on display about the history of Brixton. 



Some quotations: 

The Market

‘I walk through the market and there are all these very yuppie little eateries there. You can see they are taking 
over. As long as they’re not taking over. I like the original things, they mustn’t take over. [The market is] basically 
for the immigrant population, for their food, their culture.’

‘I’m really disappointed with [gentri"cation] because the new money is coming in now, and the people who are 
indigenous to the area no longer seem to be thought about. People who grew up here… it looks quite foreign 
to me when I come down here now.  You have loads of eateries [In Granville Arcade]… and the people who eat 
there at the weekend don’t really want to make eye contact with us, much less get to know us. So I’m not sure 
what the gentri"cation is about. Because you’re drawing new money in, but what about the people who have 
lived here?’

‘We always used to come shopping in the market.  My mother would come every Friday to buy the food, so we’d 
trail along with her...It was a food market, and cut-price household goods, it wasn’t fashion. Just down there, 
at the end here used to be, probably, an original type of !ea market. People would just go with whatever they 
wanted to and just put it on the !oor and sell it. Just walking through today I smile, I look at how busy inside, and 
all these restaurants and I think this is just so amusing to me to see Brixton with this sort of a$uent.. I mean this 
little bit here is how Brixton used to be [Popes Road]. The "rst market as you came in from the main road, that 
used to be all full and now its half empty. That was the main market and then you moved through into the food 
market and out on the street was.. I got a feeling that café was always there, the really big one in the middle, on 
the T-junction. You didn’t come to Brixton to eat, you came to buy your food to take home, so the idea of all those 
[shops] I "nd really amusing.”

‘I hope that none of the traditional traders get pushed out, I do think you’ll lose a lot of what Brixton is about. 
But then again its the way of the world too. If you can’t a#ord to pay your rent then things happen. Same with 
the housing that’s gone on here... But the way the market is, you couldn’t go through a Saturday without having 
a "ght or an argument in the market, and now its like, its changed so much – "ghts between traders, "ghts 
between customers, it’s a change which is for the better in that respect but the demographic has also changed, 
and a lot of people who used to live in Brixton through housing or squatting have all moved on.’

Changes: 

‘About the changes, there are two sides to the coin. Some elements of the change are really positive. For example 
the crack dealers on Saltoun Road. They are no longer there… and I feel a lot safer now around Brixton and that’s 
really good. The !ipside is that the changing demographic and the fact that might not be through people’s 
choice... If the rent prices are to high and the price di#erentials in Brixton are too high people can’t repurchase in 
Brixton because it’s too expensive, then that’s not a good thing. It’s not unique to Brixton, it happens in a lot of 
areas but it means people need to think through how you address that.’

‘I love Brixton.  I’ve felt more at home here than I have anywhere else. It kind of is a village, if you get involved 
you get to know people.  I’ve walked up here and I’ve already seen one or two faces I recognise, there are people 
that I know and people that know me and that’s a regular occurrence for me here.  And we will have chats or 
discussions or whatever where that has never happened to me before.  I have more of a sense of community 
here that I have elsewhere.  Do I think that could be better or there could be more of that?  Totally, it’s part of my 
work to help foster more community a more functional community.  If everybody does their bit in there way it 
will be better.’

‘It’s a mix of ethnicities, it’s not all black, it’s not all white, its literally a mixture.  Nowadays you’re getting all the 
South Americans coming over, the Portuguese and it’s literally a mixed population you’re not living in an all white 
area, you’re not living in an all black area this is what I like.’



‘When I interviewed people for Brixton Stories, people felt SO disconnected from government and policies and 
decisions… There is a lot of work to be done in terms of educating people about what government does…
There is a lot of damage there that needs to be repaired between the government and the people.’

Memories: 

‘I love being on top of the hill in the park, and looking over into central London and you really get the sense of 
how Brixton was a village back in the day, a hundred years ago or whatever, with "elds in between Brixton and 
London.’

‘There were lots of characters like there was this guy called Courtney I can’t remember his second name but 
he was another friend of the Mayor Lloyd Leon, but just the way some of these men dressed they were so 
dapper, old school West Indian. I remember I was about 9 or 10 when this was all going on and I hadn’t really 
thought about it that much and then years later I was with a girlfriend in Brixton, I hadn’t really hung out here 
that much, probably for a good 15-20 years or so and we went to this party up stairs at the Dog Star and I was 
like, I’ve been here before I don’t know why, but I’ve been to this place before.  My mind started to go and 
we went outside and I saw the corner again and I was like this is the place!  This is the pub! We used to stay at 
the Atlantic when Lloyd was working there and it was like this you had the music, playing upstairs you had 
the smell of curry goat, it was smoky and it was just full of old boys, old West Indian boys playing pool, me 
and my sister used to pinch a little Snowball and have our little Egg Nosh and think we were older.  And these 
memories just !ooded back. Basically how the Atlantic is not the Atlantic anymore it’s known as this student 
Mecca of Brixton.’

‘The Brixton Domino Club at the corner there, I think it’s still a social club.  My mums’ now husband, who was 
in that gang as well, was the secretary for the club for a long time.  Not sure how it is now but they used to go 
all over the place at one point the club was sponsored by British Airways so they would go over to the West 
Indies and play the guys over there at dominoes and all di#erent clubs around London.  My mum she doesn’t 
play, she would be one of the wives that would hang out and the guys would play dominoes, there are lots of 
women that do play.’

‘Do you know what was there before the leisure centre?  I know we got this built after the "rst riot and I 
remember Price Charles and Nelson Mandela coming and it was beautiful, but I just can’t remember, I don’t 
know what was there before.  Cos the high street used to have Dunn’s in it and several other places that were 
lost then. Places with Edwardian and Victorian outsides.’

‘We used to go to the Fridge when it was over there (points toward the Bon Marche building) For a long period 
of time we had gold cards to the place.  For a long period of time it used to be up there where they do the 
Adoptions now above there and then "nally they did buy that old cinema, which was an old cinema that was 
derelict when we moved here, because nobody could a#ord to get it together and  if had a very bad rep for 
drugs and violence. We remember the Fridge when it was the Roxy, when it was opposite the police station.’

‘My dancing days.  My "rst real time of coming to Brixton were about ’87 to about ’90 when I used to come 
regularly dancing with my friends. I had friends who used to work at the Fridge so I always used to get in there 
free… I used to dance a lot.’

‘Well it goes back a bit further because in the early 80’s I was coming the stay with friends in a squat in Tunstall 
Road and it was a very exciting and very nice time actually, but I’m 55 and when I was 40 I fell madly in love 
with somebody who lives in Brixton so what a lovely reason to come to Brixton and to get to know the place 
and you know I just love the interaction of people on the street it’s a real place where people will give you the 
time and that’s very precious in a very big city like London.’



Physical sites:

Market: the older food stalls

Market: the cafe in Market Row at T- junction

Former !ea market in Popes Road

Dog Star/Atlantic pub

Brixton Domino Club 

The Recreation Centre site 

Dunns (former tailors) on the main road

Fridge, Roxy, nightclubs

Themes and ideas for heritage projects:

Projects which look at how to preserve the older market stalls and bring together the old and new and people 
who use the old and the new.

Views of Brixton past and vanished sites – this could be a walking tour or public art project. 

Clubbing, the music scene, record shops, Music Hall communities, sound systems etc are a strong thread in 
Brixton’s history and cultural heritage – projects could collect associated ephemera and stories.

Creating new souvenirs  of Brixton – using heritage material to make things which highlight vanished sites/
places/things on edge of disappearing.



4. The Brixton Exchange

Participants:  numbers 100+, local groups, also people from other neighbourhoods and countries with strong 
interest in place, and expertise in socially engaged arts, regeneration and representation of community voices. 
Guided walking tour leaders (see list below and appendix for walking tour). 

Walking Tours: Alan Piper (Brixton Society), Steve Martin (Black Cultural Archives),  Tim Dickens (Brixton Bugle), 
John Gordon (Brixton Market Traders Federation), Stuart Horwood (Brixton Market Traders Federation),  Mike 
Slocombe (Urban 75), Roger Hartley (Bureau of Silly Ideas), Henry (local artist), Dominoes group with Kate 
Theophilus (A&M), Ashvin du Vos (Erect Architecture).

Methodology/ Process: People registered at a market stall and then went on one of 8 walking tours of the area 
led by a local residents and experts who could each give a unique perspective. Then they arrived at Brixton 
East where we had 8 sessions each lead by a pair of speakers, each speaker presented and then there was an 
open discussion between participants and speakers. We left the actual content open but asked the speakers to 
respond to these key questions:

- How does regeneration/redevelopment a#ect urban areas with a migrant history/ migrant communities, and 
how are communities responding- what sorts of projects are happening to protest /document /archive /resist 
/discuss?

- How do memory/heritage practices o#er possible strategies for exploring what is happening in an area and 
how that area might be shaped in the future? 

- Does art have a role to play in exploring and making visible the stories of the various communities and pub-
lics who make up that area & how can participatory, collaborative, socially engaged and public art practices 
contribute to a dialogue around the contestations of space, and current debates and action around ownership 
of and belonging to a place?

At the end of the day we had an open discussion with everyone participating. The day was recorded and we 
also distributed our newspaper pull out with quotes from the market interviews, and drawings of domino 
designs based on the stories.



Quotes from the day: 

‘It’s important to remember that Brixton didn’t develop under any particular plan at all. Each local landowner 
thought ‘what is the most pro"table piece of land’, and planned their own estates with some care. E#ective 
planning on a large scale only came in 1947. [Brixton] has always been changing. There has been no golden age 
in the past when things were stable.’

‘So is the problem that your version of regeneration is not to change things too much? What I’ve heard from 
most people is that the enemy is gentri"cation or Tescos or whatever, the big blocks of !ats going up next to 
market. So regeneration may not be a good word at all except if it means something rather speci"c about the 
maintenance of diversity and mobility of a kind. And things that were talked about earlier which is this extraor-
dinary cross class and multigenerational culture but one which also has its edge, and that seems to me a critical 
thing: what everybody likes about Brixton is that there are lots of things on the edge, its not actually been 
regenerated.’

‘One of the things that is happening in Brixton, that there is an attempt to tell the history in a di#erent way and 
to represent the history of di#erent people that have come through here and lived here.  One of the things that 
we were interested in as well is how things might get lost or fall by the wayside because it doesn’t have a strong 
physical presence or physical trace.’

‘On the tour that I did with Mike who spoke about the Brixton Faeries, when I "rst lived in Brixton there was 
much more of a visible tangible gay community and that this is an increasingly forgotten history of Brixton and 
the West Indian Jamaican history is actively celebrated the fridge used to host amazing gay and bisexual nights 
that is largely lost.’

‘Also there was interaction between it wasn’t just there’s gay and there’s black.  Ajamu who leads the black LGBT 
archive cataloguing black LGBT history who is based in the Brixton Housing Coop in which I am also based 
which is a Lesbian and Gay legacy coop based in this community which is still very vibrant.  So these histories 
are being documented but it’s about bringing out archives.’

‘I suppose what I was trying to say, is why is it that it is about semantics and names. Is that a problem that is 
peculiar to Brixton.  In this whole idea of urban planning and regeneration  culture de"nitely doesn’t stop. Lan-
guage de"nitely plays an important part in that whether that’s signs and words everywhere.’

‘The UK has been changed and the language has to change because this is a multicultural society. Not every-
where in the UK, but certain things do have to change and certain ways in which we use language do need to 
change.’

‘I "nd it di%cult talking about language like this because in the work that I do with all di#erent kinds of commu-
nities and to try and build relationships.  I "nd that I understand that each de"ne regeneration or community 
in lots of di#erent ways but actually on the ground in communities trying to do stu# is about relationships and 
actually words are tools at the end of the day, to worry about their meaning all the time is tripping yourself up, 
and actually getting in the way of actually trying to act.  You might say community and someone will say will 
say what do you mean by that and then you will have to talk and discuss with them what that means in it’s own 
right is a way of building relationships.’

Comments from feedback forms:

Brixton has an edge.  The argument is not for drug dealing and violence, but for ways that regeneration can 
work with cultural expressions and creativity – including popular culture.

One needs to think about how to turn this event into something beyond a ‘one-o# ’ event on the one hand, 
and a more ‘open’ event on the other hand. One can imagine a series of follow-up events, a pop-up stall in the 
neighbourhood with resources or short interventions, "lm screenings, as well as activities in partnership with 
existing local organisations to reach di#erent publics. 



Comments from feedback forms (continued) 

The key questions/ ideas that came out of the day were:

The delicate balance between preservation and transformation in urban areas with diverse and transient com-
munities

The dangers of trying to ‘make’ or ‘architect’ place in an overbearing way – gentri"cation, pushing certain 
people/ communities out of an area

The emergent nature of place 

Dialogue between past/ present/ future

Working with multiple narratives – not trying to "x the meaning of a place (!uidity vs "xedness)

The role of artists working with speci"c communities and sites/ situations – are we insiders or outsiders? 

Longevity of projects

Politics of participation

How do you think the questions and ideas raised here could be taken forward?

Through a compilation of the voice-recordings made accessible to interested audiences.

Further focused discussions and collaborations as artists across disciplines and geographic locations.



Physical sites:

Brixton East

Sites relating to Black British history, eg. The Brixton Causeway, Railton Road

Black Cultural Archives

Themes and ideas for heritage projects:

How language gets used in heritage projects and could re!ect the di#erent languages of Brixton 

A ‘heritage collection’ of Brixton aesthetics that could be used in planning the future

How can Brixton keep its edge?

Keeping a network with other people and places working on heritage and change through the arts

LGBT history in Brixton



5. Learning from Neighbourhoods

Participants: Members of the Academy of Urbanism, Developers, Planners, Lambeth Council, local residents.

Methdology/ Process: After introductions by the Academy of Urbanism, Lambeth and the Anchor & Magnet, 
we then split into groups and followed our tour guides, Stuart Horwood and John Gordon, Victor Forrest, Mike 
Slocombe, Helen McDonald, Kelly Foster, Alan Piper, and Eddie Otchere. We then had an open debate in the 
town hall.

One participant said of Helen’s tour: ’ultimately [it] was more about her experience of the neighbourhood, her 
life and emotional world intertwined with the shape of the neighbourhood. We walked so far – it felt like we 
were beating the boundaries of Brixton as Helen knew it.’

Comments from the debate:

Brixton has many of the attributes that he remembers Notting Hill had, there is that sense of change, of a famil-
iar process, which can be positive - the question is this dynamic causing displacement?

‘The challenge with regeneration was to not exclude the fragile and vulnerable but provide people with ‘better 
things’. Brixton exempli"es how a cutting edge urban environment that can also be a human environment, and 
a lot of people have worked for a long time but there is a new way opening up.’

‘I came here today because I’m interested in this great neighbourhood award. I hate what has happened in 
Brixton, it hasn’t been developed with us in mind, those that have historically been here. People I know have 
been forced out and evicted; the indoor market is predominantly white people and the outdoor market work-
ing class whites and blacks - its ‘economic apartheid’ - polarised between the haves and have nots - people who 
can a#ord to go out in the evening and the people who work and shop in the daytime.’

‘In the development process, we need to ask: how do we make sure the value its bringing is equitable? Is it 
about the quality of spaces/buildings? community assets? And how do we create a level playing "eld?’

A representative from the Brixton Society replied that Lambeth are closing their assets and communal spaces.
This is leaving no place for interaction, and  it’s becoming fragmented into parallel universes. There used to 
be hospitals, pubs, leisure centre, shopping which people shared. Another supported this, saying, its not just 
about housing, that we need to do more to preserve the public realm. The greatest challenge is to preserve 
places with multiple uses, and we must somehow keep the diversity [of use and community].



A local resident said that the Future Brixton SPD is a ‘frightful document, terrible’ , and we need a really good 
one that makes those options more transparent.

‘How you speak to communities and how it is heard – there is no one community and we need to speak to the 
disparate many.  There is an opportunity here, to get consensus on how we go forward, and make sure that 
Brixton’s past is not erased but is rather the backbone of going forward.’

‘Whilst  Market Row was saved because of cultural value, has that context has changed, could it lose it’s listing? 
How could the culture that meant it was listed be preserved? Brixton will ‘just go under if we lose that mix.’

Other comments centred on the plans for the town hall, raising the issue that if  Olive Morris House is being 
turned into luxury !ats, these would not honour her memory. The local resident warned: ‘everything changes 
so quickly and it happens before the conversation has happened.’

‘The Brixton Brand or whatever it is, that essence you can bottle, will be exploited by developers, and that elect-
ed representatives need to control it. Therefore local residents and activists should make common cause with 
local authorities, their power is the counterweight to international forces.’

‘We need communal spaces where the community can come together and those energies that the people of 
Brixton have can be harnessed to ensure the future of Brixton is more equitable.  These spaces could be the 
crucible for an equitable process of regeneration.’

‘The language of redevelopment is misleading, and its important to be careful about representation and use of 
language, and to represent not misrepresent.’

Physical sites:

Public places, Brixton Rec, the college, local pubs.

Themes and ideas for heritage projects:

Community events that bring people from di#erent walks of life together

Rebranding Brixton as the community/ies want to be represented.

Cultural listing: what is the unique culture of Market Row?

A Brixton Vocabulary: pulling out key terms and words which relate to Brixton’s heritage as told by local people, 
these can be used to develop briefs for Complimentary Projects. Eg: Brixton language: a guide for developers.

A conference about heritage and regeneration bringing together residents, practitioners and academics.



6. Map of potential sites 





7. Summary 

Anchor & Magnet’s experience working in Brixton has continually thrown up the importance of speci"city. Any 
complimentary project work developed through the Townscape Heritage Bid must work hard to avoid generic 
heritage approaches and to create projects that are genuinely relevant to Brixton and its speci"c histories, 
including spatial, architectural, cultural, political, social, and personal.

Brixton is a place with not only a rich and layered heritage but also a powerful mythology and reputation, and 
this combination can mean the same old stories are often retold, the same images trotted out. The reality is 
more complex - and more interesting - and work in the area will be much the stronger for engaging this com-
plexity. The dialogues we’ve had, stories we’ve recorded, and meals we’ve shared all o#er up ideas and ques-
tions that will help root new work in what is actually of importance to local people.

Recurring themes and areas of interest and importance: 

Eccentricity, unconventionality and di#erence as something historically uniquely accepted in Brixton.  Particu-
lar historical and current communities include squatters, political activists, LGBT, African Caribbean, Jews, Irish, 
creative/arts, music hall etc. Some of these groups have moved on, and others have been erased. How can the 
space for eccentricity, unconventionality and di#erence that Brixton o#ers, which these groups have contrib-
uted to and bene"tted from, be retained? 

Hidden histories / digging deeper: Brixton has been a space that a#ords people invisibility, privacy and safety 
to be who they are. How do we ensure the stories of those who are less visible are also represented in heritage 
work? Uncovering and representing certain hidden histories is by de"nition more di%cult. For example, 
exploring the support organisations and individuals behind the local mental health statistics.

Black and African Caribbean communities in particular need a visible  and uncliched presence. There can be a 
fear that words and naming alone, for example ‘Windrush Square’, will not be enough to ensure the particular 
heritage of these communities is not forgotten.

Style, fashion, music: the historic centrality of niche cultures to Brixton as a place in which identity is often 
articulated and performed. Tribes, individuality, street culture, youth culture. Also pubs, clubs, music halls and 
music venues as signi"cant strand of cultural history. 

Childhood and youth experiences of the past must be part of the story.

Changing social spaces and the communities who use them – for example there were more pubs which were 
black and mixed and these are now vanishing. There are fewer communal spaces available for people to mix in, 
and even the social space of the market has been described by traders as somewhere where policies have led 
to a ‘demographic shift’. Heritage projects could promote the need for communal spaces to explore shared and 
di#erent heritages. Also being aware of the physical structures of Brixton Central: how do the railways, arches 
etc. shape the place and experience of Brixton?

Market, shopping and trade. How can we celebrate the past traders of Brixton market, and balance the changes 
that are happening in the market now? A need has been identi"ed to explore the cultural listing of the Indoor 
Market, and how this could be used to more actively protect the long-term traders who cater to the traditional 
shoppers using the market. 

Inheritance: A desire to ‘pass on’ certain knowledge, skills, understandings. Both within families and cultures - 
what is important to be handed down from generation to generation? And also from community to new com-
munity; long time residents are keen that incomers ‘know’ Brixton and understand its uniqueness. What makes 
it special? How can it be shared / articulated? This raises questions about how and what to share and who does 
the sharing.

Myths, and debunking them: the image of Brixton past as being violent, confrontational, drug riddled and dan-
gerous. This doesn’t deal with the complex realities of Brixton’s history. 

Global links and signi"cance: Brixton resonates beyond the area both nationally and internationally. 



How to subvert tried and tested ideas of heritage – e.g. a tourist booth could be manned by local 
people with stories to tell. 

Heritage Lottery Fund parameters

In developing projects, its important to bear in mind the Heritage Lottery Fund parameters of the 
types of work to be funded, which Lambeth have de"ned as:

1. Helping people to learn about their own and other people’s heritage
2. Helping more people, and a wider range of people, to take an active part in and make decisions 
about heritage
3. Safeguard the character of the conservation area through increasing community participation

Projects also need to bear in mind the location and scope of potential projects.; see the map of sites in 
this document for a de"ned area that projects should relate to, and potential sites.

8. Other Research Resources: 

Local organisations such as the Lambeth Archives, The Brixton Society and the Black Cultural Archives hold 
collections of easily accessible archive and heritage material speci"c to Brixton. See Appendix for images of the 
following examples from these archives:

 - 1968 redevelopment exhibition and plans from Lambeth Archives

 - 1981 Grassroots Newspaper post riots coverage from Black Cultural Archives

 - Landmark: Lambeth Archives photographs of vanished Brixton Streets

Other resources include:

 - Commemorative plaques: English Heritage and other local plaques.
 http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/discover/blue-plaques/about/

 - Urban 75 website has a wide range of local history information including other local memorials eg. The   
Brixton bombing: http://www.urban75.org/brixton/photos/238.html

 - Brixton Stories on the Brixton Society website: http://www.brixtonsociety.org.uk/

 - The Reading Resource list in the Appendix for Brixton-related books, "lms and articles.

- The list of organisations in the Appendix.

Image: Brixton plans c.1968,
copyright Lambeth Archives/
London Borough of Lambeth.




